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a b s t r a c t 

Swarm Intelligence (SI) is a popular multi-agent framework that has been originally inspired by swarm behaviors 

observed in natural systems, such as ant and bee colonies. In a system designed after swarm intelligence, each 

agent acts autonomously, reacts on dynamic inputs, and, implicitly or explicitly, works collaboratively with 

other swarm members without a central control. The system as a whole is expected to exhibit global patterns and 

behaviors. Although well-designed swarms can show advantages in adaptability, robustness, and scalability, it 

must be noted that SI system have not really found their way from lab demonstrations to real-world applications, 

so far. This is particularly true for embodied SI, where the agents are physical entities, such as in swarm robotics 

scenarios. In this paper, we start from these observations, outline different definitions and characterizations, and 

then discuss present challenges in the perspective of future use of swarm intelligence. These include application 

ideas, research topics, and new sources of inspiration from biology, physics, and human cognition. To motivate 

future applications of swarms, we make use of the notion of cyber-physical systems (CPS). CPSs are a way to 

encompass the large spectrum of technologies including robotics, internet of things (IoT), Systems on Chip (SoC), 

embedded systems, and so on. Thereby, we give concrete examples for visionary applications and their challenges 

representing the physical embodiment of swarm intelligence in autonomous driving and smart traffic, emergency 

response, environmental monitoring, electric energy grids, space missions, medical applications, and human 

networks. We do not aim to provide new solutions for the swarm intelligence or CPS community, but rather build 

a bridge between these two communities. This allows us to view the research problems of swarm intelligence 

from a broader perspective and motivate future research activities in modeling, design, validation/verification, 

and human-in-the-loop concepts. 
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. Introduction 

The trend in today’s technologies is that computers are becoming

mbedded in everyday objects. Such systems range from Systems on

hip (SoC) that make the computational core of modern everyday de-

ices such as smartphones, to the Internet of Things (IoT) that connects

illions of edge devices, and the Internet of Everything (IoE), which

rings together people, processes, data, and devices. In short, we can say

hat the world is becoming truly collective and connected, increasingly

eaturing systems that integrate large numbers of multiple interacting
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omponents at different scales. Nevertheless, the era of pervasive com-

uting is still at the very beginning, and a number of fundamental issues

elated to design, computation, prediction, and control in large systems

f interacting autonomous components still need to be addressed. 

In this respect, Cyber-physical systems (CPSs) have recently emerged

s the leading domain for the study and implementation of multi-

omponent systems where computational and physical resources are

trictly interconnected [1] . The National Science Foundation precisely

efines CPSs as “Engineered systems that are built from, and depend

pon, the seamless integration of computation and physical compo-
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ents. ” They integrate sensing, computation, control, and networking

nto physical objects and infrastructure, and let them interact [2] . CPSs

epresent a major paradigm in the framework of collective and con-

ected systems, as well as a vertical study of systems: they are inher-

ntly transdisciplinary, generalizing and expanding individual sub-fields

uch as embedded systems, robotics, and networking, by simultaneously

erging concepts from cybernetics, mechatronics, design, and process

cience [3] . 

The CPS model is hence well-suited to describe and reason on the

lethora of complex mechatronical components that are being to be per-

asively deployed, connected, and integrated with our social networks

nd our lifes in general, creating what can be termed a cyber-physical-

ocialsystems [4] . Indeed, each potentially complex component of these

arge systems is a CPS. Such that their multi-scale interconnection and

nteraction is better captured by the notion of Cyber-Physical System

f Systems (CPSoS), defining a large and distributed complex system

f CPSs. CPSoS are a specific (yet very broad) instance of a System of

ystems (SoS) [5] : an ecosystem of CPSs. 

It is well understood that aspects related to decisional autonomy, sys-

em integration, cyber-security, control, scalability, optimization, vali-

ation, and verification, all play a major role in CPSs’ design and con-

rol. Moreover, CPSs are meant to operate in the physical world, which

ypically faces continual dynamic changes, features events and exter-

al conditions that are hard to predict or model, include other CPSs as

ell as human agents. The presence of all these aspects to account for, as

ell as the fact that a CPS is the product of integration of heterogeneous

ystems, pose several open research challenges [6] . 

If we escalate to the more general CPSoS model, the design and con-

rol challenges become even harder, since individual component auton-

my must be glued by explicitly addressing interdependence and coordi-

ation, interoperability, distributed control and emergence of behaviors

e.g., [5] , Table IV). In general, centralized and static management and

ontrol model are not expected to be the right solution approach to ad-

ress all these challenges. Instead, the methods that should be employed

hould achieve the following goals: 

• distributed control, supervision and management, 

• local coordination among the composing subsystems, 

• partial autonomy of the subsystems, 

• capability of dynamic reconfiguration of the system as a whole on

different time-scales, 

• evolution of the overall system during its operation, 

• possibility of generating useful emerging behaviors at the system

level [7] . 

No single framework or recipe can obviously tackle all these different

nd multi-disciplinary challenges. In this case, even solution approaches

eed to be based on a systems-of-solutions! Summaries of approaches for

ifferent domains can be found for instance in [6,8–10] . 

Among the approaches that can potentially be a good match to tackle

he numerous challenges of CPS/CPSoS, 1 the framework of swarm in-

elligence [11] (SI) is expected to play a prominent role. In fact, it can

e immediately noted that the above given characterizations for CPSs

aturally match the concept of a swarm system, and the above list of

oals overlaps quite well with the typical features that are expected to

e found in a system designed after SI. 

SI builds on concepts of self-organized coordination and control in

atural swarm systems, such as insect colonies that live in extremely di-

erse and dynamic environments. An engineered swarm system consists

f a population of autonomous agents/components that might range

rom being relatively simple (e.g., artificial ants) to quite complex (e.g.,

elf-driving cars), depending on the scenario and on computational or
1 Given that a CPSoS is a CPS itself, in the following, we will use the acronym 

PSs to refer in a general sense to either a single CPS or to a system of CPSs if 

he distinction is not semantically relevant in the given context. 

e  

t  
oney budgets. The agents reach a common global goal collaboratively

sing relative simple rules locally. If rules are well-designed, a collective

ehavior that can solve complex tasks emerges through these interac-

ions with each other and/or with the environment. Typical properties

f a system designed after SI shall include parallel and distributed pro-

essing and control, locality of interactions, scalability of performance,

daptation to dynamic variations, and resilience to losses and individual

omponent failures. 

This paper precisely revolves about the equivalence between CPSs

nd SI to gain a better understanding of how SI can fruitfully be used to

ackle the core challenges presented by CPSs. 

Applying SI concepts to CPSs is not an entirely new idea. For in-

tance, if we look at swarm robotics it is apparent that a lot of work

xists in this respect, with notable progress in the recent years [12,13] .

owever, applying SI to more general CPSs, and more specifically to

eal-world CPSs of the kind of the large, heterogeneous, multi-scale sys-

ems discussed above, it is clear that several issues still need to be ad-

ressed. In particular, two fundamental problems can be readily identi-

ed. First, the plethora of different existing CPSs needs a formalization

rom the perspective of SI. This includes deriving properties and param-

ters common among different CPSs, which are relevant for the design

f SI behavior. Second, the domain of SI has still many open research

opics itself. They need to be classified and analyzed for their relevance

o CPSs. To summarize, there is the compelling need to clearly identify

hallenges and research directions of controlling CPSs using SI. 

In this paper, we contribute to solve this challenge by reviewing the

I approach from a CPS perspective and reviewing the challenges in

PS design when applying methodologies from SI. The bulk of work in

warm robotics provides a good starting point in this respect since it

ntegrates multiple physical agents and computations. We first charac-

erize properties of CPSs that are relevant for the design of SI algorithms

nd provide definitions of swarms of CPSs. Based on that we highlight

hallenges when applying SI and give an outlook for future inspirations,

isionary applications, and open research challenges. 

We do not aim to provide new solutions to research problems of

he SI or CPS community but rather build a bridge between these two

ommunities. This allows us to view the research problems of SI from

 broader perspective and motivate future research activities. This is

ighly relevant as in future there will be more and more connected CPSs,

hich will be hard to design, implement, and deploy with traditional

pproaches. Therefore, we require new approaches that are applicable

n general and do not require the control of individual agents but rather

et them be self-organized. 

The paper has following structure: In Section 2 SI definitions and

haracterizations are described in the context of CPS swarms. This in-

ludes properties and inspirational sources of SI as well as CPS proper-

ies. Section 3 summarizes challenges when using SI and discusses why

I algorithms are comparably seldom used in real-world applications.

ection 4 gives a broad overview of future work in terms of potential

nspirations for SI algorithms and visionary applications for swarms of

PSs. The main contribution is to provide new ideas and prospects for

pplications in the different domains of CPS swarms and additionally to

ighlight their limitations and opportunities. Finally, Section 5 summa-

izes the paper and motivates researchers for future research work. 

. Definitions and characterizations 

Even though SI algorithms have started to appear in the research

iterature relatively recently, according to the Google’s Ngram viewer 2 

he term swarm was quite popular until the 1960s. It has then fallen out

f fashion for a while and made a strong comeback after year 2000. The

arly definition of a swarm however, was rather simple, only referring

o a group of animals moving together. This is still the basic definition
2 https://books.google.com/ngrams/graph?content = swarm 

https://books.google.com/ngrams/graph?content=swarm
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3 It should be noted that it is not yet clarified what this critical threshold (the 

minimum number of swarm members) should be [12] . 
f the Oxford Dictionary, where a swarm is “A large or dense group of fly-

ng insects ”. The term swarm intelligence (SI) was first introduced in 1989

y Beni and Wang [14] in order to describe the dynamics of a group of

ellular robots that could be framed as a form of intelligent collective

ehavior. This marks the point at which swarm behaviors were started

o be studied outside of natural sciences, although animal behavior has

lways continued to be a major source of inspiration for SI develop-

ents. 

In the animal kingdom, nature has evolved different swarm behav-

ors as a way for the different organisms to collaboratively reach com-

on global goals like foraging, nest-building, or fighting enemies. The

nimals in the group coordinate their actions based on their sensory-

otor characteristics, giving raise to swarm behaviors such herding,

hoaling, schooling, and flocking. SI models build on the observation

f natural systems to gain an understanding of the patterns and rules

overning a swarm behavior in general terms. It has been observed in

nimal systems that although the goal of the group can be rather com-

lex, each individual swarm member follows a set of relatively simple

ules, and locally interacts with other individuals and with the environ-

ent. Typically, a single swarm member is not capable of finding an

fficient solution by itself [15] , but under the appropriate conditions

he swarm is capable of finding effective solutions. The quest of SI is to

nderstand conditions, rules, and interactions patterns that can prime

warm behaviors. In turn, this understanding can be used to shed a light

n how swarming happens in natural systems and to design novel arti-

cial systems exhibiting effective swarm behaviors. 

In this paper we do not try to give yet-another-definition of SI, but

e rather build on existing ones to discuss additional relevant aspects

or the characterization and verification of SI properties. Bonabeau and

eyer [16] effectively summarize the characteristics of natural swarm

ystems to provide the following definition of SI: “Social insects work

ithout supervision. In fact, their teamwork is largely self-organized, and

oordination arises from the different interactions among individuals in the

olony. Although these interactions might be primitive (one ant merely fol-

owing the trail left by another, for instance), taken together they result in

fficient solutions to difficult problems (such as finding the shortest route to

 food source among myriad possible paths). The collective behavior that

merges from a group of social insects has been dubbed swarm intelligence. ”

his representation of collective behaviors has been at the core of the de-

ign of a number of successful SI algorithms for optimization, network-

ng, and decision-making problems. The Particle Swarm Optimization

PSO) [17] and Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [18] meta-heuristics

re probably the most popular SI frameworks in this respect, where the

gent is a minimalist unit, designed after the properties of an individual

nimal in a natural swarm of reference (e.g., flocking birds for PSO, ant

olonies for ACO). Usually, agents are abstracted software agents. The

xtension of the same concepts to embodied systems was started with

he field of swarm robotics, which is well captured by the definitions

f Ş ahin and Spears [19] : “Swarm robotics is the study of how a swarm

f relatively simple physically embodied agents can be constructed to collec-

ively accomplish tasks that are beyond the capabilities of a single one ” and

Swarm robotics emphasizes self-organization and emergence, while keeping

n mind the issues of scalability and robustness. ”

.1. Properties and fingerprints of a swarm 

Typical principles of SI were defined in literature several times, the

ost specific definition was most likely coined by Marc Millonas [20] ,

efining specific requirements of how SI algorithms should operate. The

ecurrent idea is that they should be able to produce complex and scal-

ble group behavior from simple and local rules/computations. In na-

ure, the behavior of social animals appears to be adaptive, robust, and

calable (see Fig. 1 ) [21] . These are desirable properties of a system that

I design precisely aims to replicate in technical systems. Adaptability

epresents the ability of a swarm to adapt to dynamic environments, and

o cope with different tasks. By exploiting robustness, a swarm can cope
ith disturbances and failures, such as the loss or the malfunctioning of

ndividual agents. Scalability gives a swarm the ability to perform well

ith different numbers of swarm members and with differently sized

roblems. Adding or removing swarm members does not lead to a sig-

ificant decline in performance, as long as their number does not fall

elow a critical mass 3 . A collection of individuals can be considered a

warm if it exhibits a verifiable swarm behavior including all character-

stics mentioned above. 

In addition to these characteristics that are already well understood

o be the fingerprints of true swarm behavior, two additional crucial

spects should be noted as well: critical mass and super-linear scaling

f the system performance are two system features that can be seen as

andatory for a true swarm system and have been discussed in current

iterature only marginally. 

Critical mass: The advantages of SI algorithms can only be exploited

f a critical mass of swarm members is reached. In natural swarm sys-

ems, such as honeybees’ or cockroaches’ collective aggregation deci-

ions [23,24] as well as in autonomous robotic swarms [25] , it was

ound that the number or density of agents plays an important role for

he swarm performance and that swarm systems below a critical number

f agents do not function well as a collective. 

Such a critical mass threshold can be illustrated by the example of the

ormation process of a sand dune: given three grains of sand, together

hey do not form a sand dune although they have to obey to the same

hysical laws as the billions of sand grains that form a massive dune.

his is because the order-generating feedback loops do not impart any

ffect strongly enough to overcome the system’s noise that drives it to-

ards the disorder. In general, SI applications do not work well below

 critical mass, but increasingly well above this threshold up to a size

here other effects reduce swarm performance again. 

Super-linear performance scaling: when scaling up beyond the criti-

al mass, it is expected that in any collective system a large group of

gents will achieve more work in total than a smaller group in the same

ime. In a true swarm, the interactions between the swarm members

hould exhibit super-linear characteristics, i.e., the effect of the over-

ll system is required to be more than the sum of the effects of its in-

ividual parts. Examples are described for honeybees [23] , for robotic

warms [26,27] , and for multi-processor systems [28] . Only if the syner-

ies of cooperation boost each individual swarm members’ performance,

he overall system is a well designed swarm application. This can only

e achieved when the local control algorithms of the swarm members

re well-designed for the problem. In fact, this means that within the

ounds of feasible swarm sizes, not only the efficiency of the whole

warm as a group, but also the efficiency of each single individual has

o increase. We refer to this as swarm effect , 

performance large _ swarm 
size large _ swarm 

> 

performance small _ swarm 

size small _ swarm 
, (1) 

here performance i may represent any quantitative performance metric

f the swarm i in which larger metric values identify a higher or better

erformance of the swarm, and size i indicates the size of that swarm,

iven by the number of swarm members. 

Fig. 2 illustrates the expected performance scaling properties of three

ifferent systems: 

(a) The performance of a hypothetical perfectly scaling disembodied

lgorithm or a swarm model that does not care for physical constraints

t all, which will scale linear with O ( n ) as the dashed line in Fig. 2 ,

here n is the number of swarm members. 

(b) The performance scaling of an algorithm that shares resources

ith other algorithm instances or a swarm model that considers space

s a shared resource for agents, which will scale O (log n ) as the dotted

ine in Fig. 2 . 
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Fig. 1. Swarm advantages adaptability, ro- 

bustness, and scalability (adapted from [22] ). 

Fig. 2. This Figure illustrates the scaling principles discussed here. Only within 

a swarm size (or density) within the dashed area a swarm effect can be observed, 

in which each individual swarm member delivers a higher work performed than 

it would do if working alone or when working in parallel in a purely linear scal- 

ing way with other instances. Dashed line (a): hypothetical of a disembodied 

algorithm that would scale linearly with swarm size. Dotted line (b): logarith- 

mic scaling of a disembodied algorithm that requires shared resources amongst 

its instances when implemented for a parallel execution. Solid line (c): typical 

scaling of physically embodied swarms (or of physics-considering simulation of 

such agents), generalized from several examples given in literature [12,27] , as 

well as considerations explained in detail in the main text. 
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(c) The performance of a physically embodied swarm system oper-

ting in the real world as the solid hat-shaped curve in Fig. 2 . 

The inequality of Eq. (1) holds only for swarms of a size between the

hreshold values C 1 and C 3 as indicated by the dashed area in Fig. 2 .

hus, it is important to define the number of agents in a swarm in a way

hat the final performance falls within this parameter-space region of

he swarm effect 

With very low swarm size or density N < C 1 , the depicted swarm

hows almost no performance at all, as the connectivity between the

gents is not high enough to allow them to perform their cooperative

ork at a significant level. As the swarm gets larger, the swarm performs

etter and better and better as the swarm effect starts to kick in and the
warm increases its performance quickly. At a swarm size of N > C 1 the

warm can exploit the synergies between swarm members to an extent

hat it starts to scale in a super-linear way with swarm size. It can keep

his extraordinary performance level for a given size range of C 1 > N ≥ C 3 

nd keep its performance still above a logarithmic scale for all N < C 4 .

he overall peak performance of the total swarm system is exceeded at

 threshold of C 2 , in consequence any further swarm member added to

he swarm beyond this size starts already to decrease the average per-

ormance of each member due to crowding or similar issues. As soon as

he swarm size exceeds another critical level N > C 4 the swarm perfor-

ance deteriorates converging towards a total loss of performance. We

hink that these are typical features of swarm systems as soon as they

perate in a physically embodied way. 

Many SI algorithms rely on mathematical models, for example ordi-

ary differential equations (ODE) or partial differential equations (PDE)

odels. Such models necessarily abstract many aspects of the physical,

hemical and biological system they depict. This can be a critical is-

ue when it comes to physical implementations. Thus, it may happen

hat a swarm is predicted to be perfectly working when modeled as an

DE or PDE, but this happen differently when the model is tested in

he real world. The problem is that, e.g., ODE models by definition im-

licitly assume that all swarm members are infinitesimally small points

n space, thus they cannot crowd or even jam the collective motion. In

uch models, members are assumed to be always uniformly distributed

n space so that interactions are possible among all swarm members in

ll moments of time at a non-zero extent. However, in a real swarm

ystems none of these assumptions really hold, some are even explicitly

nwanted as, e.g., the agent-to-agent interaction is often on purpose

estricted to local neighbors. Of course, we can construct ODE mod-

ls in a way to respect some of the properties of physically embodied

warms. However, this requires extra treatment and makes these models

mmediately significantly more complex, and therefore less effective for

redictions. One analysis of such an approach can be seen in [29] , de-

cribing several model-building steps for a very simple swarm algorithm:

he BEECLUST algorithm. This algorithm is derived from honeybee ex-

eriments that studied natural collective decision-making [23] and was

n consequence implemented in a robot swarm [30] . Spatial aspects

oncerning locality of interaction have to be considered while build-

ng the model and the models have to explicitly account for overcrowd-

ng issues in order to achieve predictions that compare well to experi-

ents with physically embodied agents (robots, living honeybees). In-

eed, this usually requires the use of PDE models, or even stochastic
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DEs, which are inherently more problematic to deal with compared to

DEs. 

In general terms, abstractions towards simple models can become

uickly useless when it comes to real-world implementation of CPS

warms. Algorithms that are predicted to scale perfectly in simple mod-

ls might easily fall prey to overcrowding, blocking, or traffic jams. This

an lead to a situation where the swarm members spend much more time

n collision prevention and jam-avoiding procedures than in the actual

I algorithm procedures, and therefore not scaling at all. This happened,

or example, when the perfectly working ODE-based model of a system

ased on ant pheromone trails was ported into a robotic system that

ried to exploit stigmergic cues in the real world [31] . 

Scaling properties are indeed an essential fingerprint of a swarm be-

avior. For being called swarm-intelligent, an algorithm should work

etter and better, the larger the swarm gets, within feasible swarm size

ounds. This was shown for instance by Bodi et al. [27] with the SI

lgorithm BEECLUST [32] . 

We suggest here the following simple test consisting of two ques-

ions to classify whether a system is swarm-intelligent or not. A good

omparison of empiric data suggesting such a test can be found in [12] .

1. Does it work even if only one swarm member acts alone? If the sys-

tem shows the same capabilities even when it consists of only one

active agent, then these capabilities do not arise from any swarm

behavior, even if many of such agents are operating in parallel. 

2. Does the ratio of overall performance to number of swarm members

decrease with larger swarm sizes? If the average performance per

member goes down with increasing swarm size across the whole size

spectrum then this system has obviously problems with scaling up,

instead of drawing an advantage from larger population sizes. 

If, and only if, both questions are answered with No , the system

hould be considered to be truly swarm-intelligent . In particular, these

spects should hold for gradually increasing the swarm size from one

p to a feasible amount of swarm members and not up to infinity be-

ause every swarm system has some physical limitations. 

.2. Sources of inspiration 

Originally, SI algorithms were considered as a subset of bio-inspired

lgorithms, while these are considered as a subset of nature-inspired

lgorithms [33] : 

warm intelligence ⊂ bio-inspired ⊂ nature-inspired , 

This makes sense as those natural systems that are identified as

warms have provided and can provide a rich source of inspiration for

lgorithms that aim to exhibit SI properties. However, the bio-inspired

ource of inspiration is not a strict line of separation, as today the field

eems open towards multiple sources of inspiration. Many SI algorithms

ave been published recently that are not strictly inspired from natu-

al systems, but from other processes that may still produce collective

ehaviors. Notable examples are the Fireworks algorithm and its vari-

nts [34] , the Swarm Chemistry Particle algorithms [35] , and various

ariants of the Harmony Search algorithm [36] , that show typical SI

roperties but lack a concrete biological source of inspiration for their

icroscopic rule set. 

While many algorithms without a biological inspiration are being

abeled as SI, it is worth noticing that a number of approaches that in-

eed are bio-inspired, population-based, and aim to produce system-

evel outputs, are usually not classified as SI. For example, this is the

ase of evolutionary computation, self-organizing neural networks, and

ellular automata. The reason might be related to the fact that SI was

istorically restricted to be the domain of the algorithms inspired by

warm behaviors in animal groups. 

Other frameworks that are inspired by natural processes but are not

I, include biomimetic algorithms, that are based on the imitation of

iological processes and models, and as such can totally depart from
he ideas of SI, given that not all biological systems are swarm-like

e.g., flower pollination algorithm [37] , great salmon run [38] , dolphin

cholocation [39] ). Other more generically nature-inspired algorithms

nd frameworks mimic physical or chemical laws instead of biological

nes. Notable examples of these type of algorithms include simulated

nnealing [40] , spiral optimization [41] , water cycle algorithm [42] ,

nd galaxy-based algorithm [43] . 

Given this plethora of different approaches and sources of inspira-

ion, where the borders are partially very blurry, it might be difficult to

dentify categories or processes that uniquely can be tagged as the recog-

ized sources of inspiration for SI or not. Thus, instead of using semantic

efinitions or definitions through specific inspiring animal systems, it

ay be better to characterize the source of inspiration of SI algorithms

hrough collective properties and functionalities that can be designed

fter a system. 

Given a collective system (i.e., a complex system featuring multi-

le interacting components, where the components are not necessarily

iving organisms), the key point to use it as a source of inspiration to

esign an SI system is to extract the why it works? and the how it works?

herefore, a first step towards an SI algorithm is the modeling of the sys-

em, which already leads to abstraction of the system down to its core

unctionalities. From there, further generalization can yield simple dis-

mbodied algorithms, or after translation from one physical domain to

nother, even totally differently embodied systems, e.g., in SI for CPSs.

ood sources for this procedure of extracting system-level phenomena of

nterest and distilling them into algorithmic or embodied functionalities

re all complex systems that show one of the following core collective

apabilities: 

• Collective decision making: this capability describes the behavior of

systems that can collectively choose one option over one or several

other options, e.g., ants choose shortest paths using pheromones,

bees decide on the best foraging area, or on the best nest loca-

tion [23,26,44,45] . Within such systems we find mostly positive

feedback loops —the local behavior is reinforced and activates other

elements of the system to participate —governing the global (macro-

scopic) behavior of the system population. The challenge is to iden-

tify the microscopic proximate mechanisms that produce these col-

lective phenomena. 

• Collective regulation and homeostasis: another interesting feature of

complex systems, and mostly of biological organisms, is collective

regulation aimed to keep specific system variables around a viable

and efficient set point [46,47] . We often find such collective mecha-

nisms in resource allocation mechanisms of social animals, e.g., col-

lective food processing in ant [48] and bee colonies [49] , regulation

of building material in paper wasp nests [50] , and collective brood

care in honeybee hives [51] . In such systems, the crucial point is to

identify the regulatory negative feedback loops that allows control.

Also here the involved microscopic proximate mechanisms that ulti-

mately produce the macroscopically observable homeostasis on the

population level are to be identified. 

• Collective periodic patterns: collective systems can also show complex

dynamics of state changes over time, sometimes even producing in-

teresting complex spatial patterns like circular or spiral waves [52] .

Due to state changes, such spatio-temporal waves can be exploited

for collective computation, self-assessment of the swarm states (e.g.,

estimating the local group size), or signaling purposes [53,54] . The

characteristic oscillations in such systems originate either in commu-

nication delays or in complex internal state-changing mechanisms of

the involved agents. The oscillations in the end affect the robustness

and the time constants of the aforementioned feedback loops that

govern the macroscopic system behavior. Coupled-oscillator systems

and excitable media are among the most prominent examples of such

natural systems. 

To summarize the discussions of this section, we can say that today

I algorithms define themselves less often by their source of inspiration,
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ut more by the way they perform their operations. More specifically,

nspiration for SI is not restricted to natural systems, but rather to any

omplex system featuring an ensemble of interacting components that

an display useful properties such as collective decision-making, regu-

ation, homeostasis, and periodic patterns. 

.3. Swarm models of cyber-physical systems 

As pointed out in the Introduction, a CPS encompasses different as-

ects of optimization, networking, and physical embodiment: it pre-

isely merges and interleaves software agents, mechatronic devices, and

ommunications [1,3] . We can model a CPS as a swarm of multiple com-

onents, where each component 

• integrates one or more physical devices (sensors, actuators, commu-

nication, memory, processor, etc.), 

• acts autonomously (i.e., control is distributed and/or decentralized),

• responds and possibly adapts to changing conditions, and 

• locally communicates and interacts with other swarm components to

possibly produce effective and useful behaviors at the system level. 

For successfully developing SI solutions for swarms of CPSs it is im-

ortant to consider both the physical and cyber aspects of CPSs. Further-

ore, it is important to consider not only a single CPS but also ensem-

les of CPSs forming a CPSoS as defined in the Introduction that makes

warms of swarms operating at different spatial and temporal scales un-

er different integration constraints. 

For instance, we can describe an autonomous car with all its compo-

ents as a CPS. At a smaller scale, each of the major components of the

ar (e.g., the Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)) can be described as CPSs.

t a larger scale, a fleet of autonomous cars interacting and communi-

ating with each other represents a swarm of CPSs. In order to acquire

eal-time sensor and traffic data, the cars in the swarm would also in-

eract with further CPSs that are part of the surrounding environment

nd the supporting infrastructures. These CPSs form yet another swarm

nabling interaction between different swarms of swarms. As there is no

eneral limit to the number of devices and number of swarms, we can

aturally arrive at a large-scale, multi-leveled swarm system integrating

any interacting CPSs. 

This simple yet realistic example shows that we expect the scale of

he CPS swarms that we will have to deal with in the near future is ex-

remely large. Moreover, these swarms will feature a high diversity on

any scales. First, the swarms can have structural differences as well as

ifferences on the individual level, both in CPS hardware and software.

econd, the spatial scale ranges from close proximity interaction, such as

wo autonomous cars that interact in order to avoid collisions, to large-

cale interactions between traffic guidance systems that must interact

ver parts of the city to optimize flows. Third, different CPSs work on

ifferent temporal scales, e.g., real-time reactions for emergency break-

ng or traffic profiling for traffic flow optimization. 

In order to map SI solutions and frameworks to this diversity and

omplexity of CPSs, it is convenient to make first a taxonomic effort

n order to categorize the most relevant aspects of CPSs. We start it

y noting that individual CPS properties can be roughly divided into

apabilities and constraints. 

A CPS can have very diverse capabilities. We identified the most

mportant classes of capabilities to be mobility, communication, sens-

ng, actuation, and processing [55] . For instance, mobile robots and

utonomous cars have a high degree of mobility, while infrastructure-

ased CPSs such as used in smart grids have no or only little mobil-

ty. Communication capabilities are crucial when we talk about swarms

f networked CPSs. Some CPSs such as sensor networks in IoT scenar-

os might have constrained wireless connections whereas others such as

hose used in industrial process control might have high capacity net-

ork access. For interacting with the physical world, it is crucial for

PSs to have sensing and/or actuation capabilities. In many cases it

ight be enough to have sensors to monitor the environment. Other
pplications such as smart homes require the CPSs to manipulate the

nvironment, e.g., by closing the blinds or dimming the light. Finally,

he processing capabilities allow the CPSs to process data and make

nformed decisions. Depending on the processing power of individual

PSs, some tasks might be delegated between devices to enable an effi-

ient use of the processing resources. 

On the constraints side we have limited resources in time and

pace [56] . Time constraints include limited energy supply which al-

ows the CPSs to work only for a limited time period, limited processing

ower that defines the minimum required time for a given computation,

nd limitations on communication, sensing, and actuation that constrain

he rate at which CPSs can perceive or manipulate their environment.

patial constraints include kinematic constraints such as limited maneu-

erability, limited communication range, and the physical dimensions

f individual CPSs that can inhibit them to enter confined spaces. 

For the CPS swarm properties, the CPSoS scenarios, we look at the

eatures that the CPSs exhibit as an ensemble. These features can be

plit into those related to swarm composition and those about the net-

ork topology that allows communication among the individual CPSs

n the swarm. The swarm composition parameters include the size of

he swarm, the spatial re-configurability which is closely related to the

obility and communication capabilities of individual CPSs, and the

iversity of the CPSs that constitute the swarm [57,58] . The network

opology is mainly defined by the communication capabilities of indi-

idual CPSs. Nevertheless, when forming a network of connected CPSs,

ifferent topologies can be chosen for the swarm [59] . For example,

esh networks are typically a good choice since they allow all swarm

embers in communication range of each other to exchange messages.

n some cases it might make sense though to have a hierarchy and only

xchange messages with higher layers of the hierarchy. One example are

ensor networks, where the information sensed by individual CPSs needs

o be forwarded to a central CPS in charge of consolidating, processing,

nd forwarding the data. 

. Challenges using Swarm Intelligence 

While the adoption of SI approaches in CPSs can potentially bring

otential advantages in terms of adaptability, robustness, and scalability

f the systems (see Section 2.1 ), it is also true that the use of a SI design

omes with a number of challenges and drawbacks. In the following

ubsections we discuss the main limitations and challenges that can be

ssociated to the use of SI design in general, and in the context of CPS

warms specifically. At the end of the section we provide suggestions

bout how to overcome or deal with these issues. 

.1. Challenges deriving formal properties 

When designing a system, fundamental questions regard the capa-

ility to make predictions about the behaviors of the system. In turn,

redictability is related to controllability that affects the ability to let

he system achieving desired configurations. Predictability and control-

ability are properties that are inherently hard to achieve in complex

ystems design following a bottom-up approach, such as SI. 

A number of works have addressed these topics, a few recent devel-

pments are related to network science [60] and to the observability

tself of complex systems [61] . Moreover, systems are usually described

s dependent on a set of parameters (numeric and structural) whose ef-

ects on the resulting dynamics can be somehow extreme in a complex

ystem, resulting in phase transitions [62–64] , self-organized critical-

ty [65] , and in deterministic chaotic behaviors [66,67] . This is to say

hat in general, not only predictability and controllability are challenges,

ut also any parameter setting can have a major impact on the resulting

ynamics of a SI system. 

In the specific case of swarm systems that are also CPSs, the situation

s even more challenging. CPSs are in fact “characterized by the tight

nteraction between a digital computing component (the cyber part)
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nd a continuous-time dynamical system (the physical part) ” [68] . This

mounts to the coupling between two complex systems that makes it

xtremely hard to reason for instance in terms of model checking for de-

iving formal properties. Moreover, CPSs are plugged in the real-world,

aking them exposed to external random disturbances that are hard

o model, or would require adaptive runtime models to be understood.

he difficulty lies in creating models that are precise enough for timely

daption in order to exhibit the desired resilience to the dynamicity of

he environment [69] . 

Coupling the inherent difficulties in obtaining formal guarantees

rom both sides, SI and CPSs, impose challenges and restrictions on the

esign and use of CPS swarm systems. This also says that SI systems may

nd limited use in life-critical applications such as the control of an air-

lane, precisely because of the lack of a clear definition of the possible

ehaviors of the system. 

In SI literature, a quite extensive body of work has tackled the anal-

sis of formal models in the context of disembodied SI (e.g., addressing

ptimization and decision-making scenarios), while embodied SI (e.g.,

warm robotics and general CPSs) fall shorter in this respect because of

resenting additional challenges. 

In SI approaches for disembodied scenarios, mostly in optimization

roblems (e.g., ACO and PSO), the majority of the efforts towards for-

al properties are about stability and convergence. However, how it is

iscussed in [70] (for PSO, but similar considerations hold for ACO),

nalysis is often performed on simplified or restricted models mainly

y removing algorithmic components or by imposing specific assump-

ions (e.g., for the PSO, using a random dynamical systems [71] , apply-

ng Lyapunov stability analysis [72] , and deriving graphical parameters

rom dynamic system theory [73] ). Furthermore, it is often restricted to

symptotic properties of convergence per se, rather than dealing with

he more difficult (and interesting) aspects of speed of convergence [74] .

n general, in a number of practically used variants, PSO and ACO mod-

ls rapidly become too complex to be amenable to theoretical analysis.

ften, the only way for a performance analysis or parameter tuning is

he use of empirical procedures possibly restricted on the assumption

f defined theoretical properties (e.g., for the PSO by using a specifi-

ally designed objective function for convergence analysis [75] , review-

ng self-adaptive PSO algorithms related to stable points in parameter

election [76] , studying continuous optimization algorithms for param-

ter tuning for swarm algorithms in general [77] , applying experimen-

al analysis of how particular design choices affect the quality and the

hape of the Pareto front approximations generated in multi-objective

CO [78] ). 

In the case of embodied SI, giving formal guarantees for predictabil-

ty and controllability seems to be more problematic compared to

he above case of disembodied SI. Each real-world problem scenario

resents its own peculiarities, that result in different performance objec-

ives, metrics, constraints, requirements, and disturbances. At the same

ime, the physical characteristics and the behaviors of the individual

PSs composing the swarm (e.g., the robots) are different from imple-

entation to implementation. Putting the two things together, the re-

ult is that each scenario, together with the specific choice of individual

PSs that apply specific behaviors, sets a new problem in practice. In

his context it becomes difficult to abstract properties and reuse results

cross different works. However, by some mathematical abstraction, it

s still possible to identify and perform an analysis of typical classes of

warm behaviors that include, among others, foraging [79–82] , cover-

ge [83–86] , aggregation and pattern formation [80,87–89] , and co-

perative tracking [83,90,91] (an extensive, and well discussed list of

warm behaviors can be found in [92,93] , and an extension in [13] ). 

.2. Challenges designing the local rules 

SI design follows a bottom-up approach, where the global behavior

s implicitly specified through the definition of local interaction rules: a

ystem designer has to solve an inverse problem. 
In the case of disembodied SI scenarios, such as optimization, it is

elatively easy to heuristically define the rules that can lead to a de-

ired global behavior. Instead, in the case of CPS swarms this is con-

iderably more complex due to the multi-faceted, uncertain, and hardly

redictable structure of the environment. Most of the work in this di-

ection has addressed the case of the automatic synthesis of behavioral

nd interaction rules in swarm robotic systems. 

In [94] artificial evolution techniques (provided by the

REVO [95] software) are used to generate neural controllers for

omogeneous robot soccer teams; [96] applies novelty search to

enerate neural controllers for homogeneous robot swarms; in [97] the

uthors generate robot controllers by combining the use of an evolu-

ionary approach with a formal language; in [98] supervisory control

heory, a formal language based on a discrete-event representation

f the system is used to automatically generate controllers that come

ith built-in proofs and have wider reusability across different robot

ystems; instead, in [99] the automatic design of control software for

obot swarms is obtained by the generation of a probabilistic finite

tate machine resulting from an optimization process that maximizes

 task-specific objective function; in [100] different evolutionary

pproaches are used for the generation of task-allocation mechanisms. 

All these works (among others) provide valuable contribution to the

utomatic generation of rules that can be reused or expanded for the

ore general case of CPSs. Nevertheless, it must be acknowledged that

hey have been validated only in relatively simple scenarios, and have

een applied only for homogeneous swarms. Therefore, these methods

an hardly account for the heterogeneous swarms of CPSs. Moreover,

hey incur into a dimensionality curse once the search space becomes

easonably large and complex. 

Therefore, as CPS swarms require the synthesis of complex behav-

ors, current automatic generation systems might be unfeasible to use, at

east in a systematic way. It can be noted that in any case, a convergence

etween model-checking methods [101] in general CPSs, and automatic

ule synthesis and verification in physical swarms will be needed to pro-

ide some guarantees in both design and control stages of a CPS swarm.

.3. Real-world deployment challenges 

So far, the large majority of the works that have been deployed and

ested on physical swarms are in the domain of swarm robotics. Further-

ore, they have been restricted to the use of small, simple and rather

inimalistic robots, equipped with simple sensors, exchanging minimal

mounts of data (e.g., in [102–104] ). As a result, and in spite of the in-

eresting self-organizing behaviors that might be observed, most of these

orks are proof-of-concepts that can hardly scale to useful applications

n the real world: hardly they could be ported to complex real-world

asks in a reliable, predictable, and efficient manner. 

Instead, nowadays impressive individual CPSs and robotic systems

re being built, such as self-driving cars (Uber, Google), incredibly sta-

le quadruped robots (Spot from Boston Dynamics), and advanced hu-

anoid robots (Atlas by Boston Dynamics, Sophia by Hanson Robotics,

simo by Honda). All these examples are extremely complex, from a

echatronic, algorithmic, and behavioral point of view. Compared to

hem, the tasks performed by currently implemented robot swarms look

uch alike toy examples. The question is whether swarm robotics, or

ather CPS swarms, will be able soon to pass from the stage of study-

ng group behaviors in quite abstract terms to the stage of producing

ystems that can reliably do useful things in the real world. This might

equire to pass from current oversimplified robot models and controls,

o models and controls that are based on a more convenient trade-off be-

ween simplicity of design and capability of doing complex things in an

ffective and reliable way. This might include to pass from an extremely

arsimonious use of resources and information to a more intensive use

f sensor data and information sharing. 

The example of the Intel’s swarm of Shooting Star drones [105] is

xemplary in this respect. For the 2018 Winter Olympics opening
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eremony, an impressive air show with 1,218 drones was performed

y Intel (previous air shows were performed around the world with less

rones). The system is labeled as a swarm and it is in terms of num-

ers, but it is not a swarm-intelligent system: it is actually a partially

istributed system with a central controller. Individual drones get pre-

omputed trajectory scripts, and rely on a very precise external posi-

ioning system to find and adjust their way. The take-home message is:

n order to do things in the real world, it might be necessary to give up

ome overly restrictive assumptions, and be pragmatic and balancing

hen integrating SI bottom-up design with top-down methods when-

ver possible. 

A further challenge that is aligned with deployment of real systems

s the maintenance of a deployed swarm system. Analog to the discus-

ion in [106] , despite being a swarm system, a complex technical system

hat must operate over a considerable lifetime will require maintenance

n order to continuously provide its service during an extended system

ifetime. It is an open question if maintenance of a technical system with

uch properties will be easier or more complicated to maintain than a

raditionally designed technical application. In principle maintaining a

ystem with many autonomous components is expected to be a difficult

ask. Indeed, the task might becomes easier if the same presence of mul-

iple components is used to monitor and maybe fix problems from within

he system. An example is provided in [107] , where failed robots are de-

ected and isolated in a timely manner from within the robot swarm. 

.4. How to address the challenges 

We have already discussed a few general limitations of SI. In order to

etter support formal analysis and a systematic reuse of results, a possi-

le way is more solidly framing SI in the context of the fields of complex

ystems and network science. This framing will ease the adoption of the

ophisticated mathematical and modeling tools that are extensively used

n the study of complex systems for characterizing time-evolution and

tability properties, as well as analyzing the systems in terms of their

tructural and topological properties. In particular this latter has gained

onsiderable attention in recent times, since information flows are keys

o prime self-organization and emergence [108,109] . 

Moreover, in the same line of developing the connections with re-

ated fields, the relationship between SI and the fields of game theory

nd multi-agent systems [110] should be acknowledged. Hence, this fact

as not been exploited adequately, which can be beneficial to the study

f the formal properties of SI systems. Game theory’s equilibrium con-

epts and designing of interaction rules by adopting (and possibly adapt-

ng) mechanism design approaches [111,112] could be a valid, sound

lternative to current approaches for automatic rule generation. 

When considering the limited applicability of current CPS swarms,

e foresee that the study of physical swarms should move closer to

he field of multi-agent systems, while keeping an emphasis on self-

rganized behaviors and scalability. Actually, the difference between

warms and multi-agent decentralized systems is not sharply defined.

or instance, from a recent survey on multi-robot systems [113] , the

roperties that are invoked for an algorithm of distributed control

re locality of sensing and communications, scalability, safety, emer-

ence, and the tasks that are considered are very much aligned with

hose in [93] considering swarm robotics. This says that differences are

lurred, and sometimes it is just a matter of terms rather than substance.

. Future trends and directions 

As pointed out in the introduction, the world is featuring the increas-

ng presence of complex dynamic systems that are increasingly collec-

ive and connected. These systems are cyber or physical, or, more gen-

rally both, cyber-physical. Given the nature and characteristics of the

ystems, we envisage that SI will play a major role addressing forth-

oming challenges. Therefore, novel swarm models might be needed

nd novel application fields will open up. In the following subsections
e discuss from where novel inspirational models could come from, in

hich kind of future applications SI will prove to be a prominent tool,

nd what the general open research topics in swarms of CPSs are. 

.1. Future inspirations 

SI models and algorithms have been mainly inspired from the ob-

ervation of social interactions taken from models that were originally

ade on animal groups and societies [114] . If we compress these models

own to the main functional building blocks required in most of SI mod-

ls, we can identify the essential microscopic and local interaction rules

hat are effective in many agent systems by producing self-organized be-

avior that can emerge at macroscopic system level. In this perspective,

e can think of enlarging the spectrum of potential inspirational mod-

ls to include organic, inorganic, and social systems that show similar

ore properties. The goal is to build and extract abstract models from all

atural sources of inspiration in a way that we explore time-effective,

ecentralized techniques from the specific scenarios studied in various

esearch disciplines, and employ them to build new models and tackle

he complex problems of real-world CPS applications. 

The following list discusses specific fields that can provide new ideas

or developing SI models. In most of the cases, these fields have already

een exploited for some SI development. Our claim is that their potential

as not really been unleashed in this respect, such that they can provide

more) disruptive inspirational contributions. 

.1.1. Biology 

Animal societies have been the main source of inspiration in SI. In

ost cases, these systems have been considered in terms of purely col-

aborative societies, while predator-prey systems, and more in general,

onflicting scenarios have attracted much less attention from SI prac-

itioners [114] . However, to deal with cyber threats, as well as in the

erspective of the interaction among multiple and possibly conflicting or

ompeting CPSs, more attention should be devoted to non-collaborative

ystems. In this general field, a vast amount of research has been per-

ormed in the context of population dynamics [115] , game theory [110] ,

nd evolutionary game theory [116] . We expect that ideas and models

rom these scenarios and research fields could be fruitfully integrated in

he design of novel SI systems. Integration of autonomous robots into

xisting animal societies [117–119] has been performed several times

uccessfully with honeybees [120,121] , fish [122–124] , cockroaches

125] and cows [126] . This is an emerging field of science, as embed-

ing robots in living animal societies will allow both sides to bring in

heir special capabilities and to merge them in a symbiotic way, in order

o generate a novel bio-hybrid system, a social cyborg. 

(Programmable) Bacteria already serve as inspiration today. Their for-

ging [114] as well as their collective decision making process allows

hem to thrive and spread in difficult environments [127] . Furthermore,

acteria are programmable by altering their genetic code [128] . These

haracteristics could allow a swarm of bacteria to deliver drugs to tu-

ors inter organic [129] . 

.1.2. Chemistry and physics 

Molecular networks are studied in different disciplines [130] , but es-

ecially for complex diseases. Networks are used to model molecular in-

eractions to let the complex structure of, e.g., cancer or schizophrenia,

eing understood [131] . Therein, the nodes represent molecules (e.g.,

enes, RNA or proteins) and the edges represent relationships between

hem. Such network structures can give inspiration for designing the

omplex interactions between agents in a swarm. An outstanding prop-

rty of molecular-level interaction networks is their scalability and re-

ilience. The physiological interaction network of a single cell comprises

any thousands of chemical reactions altering the concentration levels

f hundreds or thousands of chemical components. Even though these

etworks are extremely complex and of enormous size, their dynamics
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re still reacting quickly and flexible by staying, in parallel, within pre-

isely controlled bounds, otherwise these organisms would quickly die.

hese properties of flexibility, robustness, scalability and emergent com-

lexity arising from simple interactions have striking similarities with

he desired features of SI. The properties of molecular networks, as well

f the above-mentioned bacterial interaction patterns, can be studied in

aboratory experiments under controlled conditions, as each study site is

ust a few microliters of fluid in a cuvette or a small agar plate on the lab

esk. This makes bacterial and molecular networks excellent candidates

or systematic searches for sources of inspiration of future SI algorithms.

Nanonetworks are interconnected nanomachines (arranged set of

olecules) that have several abilities including computation, data stor-

ge, sensing, and actuation. Most of the nanonetwork-research is re-

ated to their non traditional communication types: electromagnetic or

olecular communication [132] . SI could get inspired especially by

he molecular communication between cells using synthesis, transfor-

ation, emission, propagation, and reception of molecules [133] . 

.1.3. Human cognition 

Also humans use certain strategies for interacting with each other

o solve a task [134–136] , e.g., collective patterns in crowd dynam-

cs. To find the corresponding behavioral rules, experimental studies

re applied, e.g., for single avoidance tasks among pedestrians [137] .

or example, in [138] they observed environmental distributed humans

ith limited perception to solve a collective coordination task. This was

ne of the first experiments, before designing formal strategies to learn

uman-inspired behavior and maybe adapting it to CPS swarms as well.

verall, compared to the plethora of algorithms derived from (eu)social

nimals, it seems that almost no work was done trying to extract be-

aviors from human groups or societies in order to convert them into

I algorithms [139] . This is in fact very surprising, because humans as

ources of inspiration can be easily queried by natural language and, as

umans form the most-advanced and most complex societies and cul-

ures, thus one would assume that these are the richest source of inspi-

ation for SI algorithms. 

.1.4. Interdisciplinary approaches 

Active matter , much like a swarm, is composed of many individual

gents that follow simple rules and give rise to an emerging behavior

or collective motion. These agents consume energy to move or exert

echanical forces. Active matter combines agent-based representation

ossibilities from biological systems, physics, computer graphics, and

obotics. Most extensively studied is the model in [140] from 1995,

 self-propelled particle model that was extended to emulate multi-

le life-like systems, up to creating particle systems that produces self-

eplicating morphogenesis [141] , which are swarms that form structures

hat create new structures of similar kind. The authors in [142,143] , e.g.,

escribe collective motion in active solids and active crystals that apply

lasticity-based mechanisms to realize self-organization. These models

an be applied to the collective motion of CPS swarms such as pattern

ormation or morphogenesis. They are especially suited for CPSs as they

xhibit robustness to heterogeneity that can be analytically derived. 

.2. Most promising future applications 

While so far SI implementations in the real world are quite lim-

ted, we acknowledge the fact that SI ideas and methods can potentially

nd their application in a wide spectrum of practical scenarios. Already

onabeau and Meyer stated that the application of SI is only limited

y imagination [16] . This statement strongly supports our hypothesis,

tated in the introduction, about the ubiquitous presence of SI to tackle

he challenges of the increasingly connected world. Especially in form

f many variations of the ACO [144] and PSO [17] algorithms, SI has

een applied to complex optimization scenarios in the real world, where

ypically the swarm members encode individual solution candidates. In

ontrast, there have been only few applications of physically embodied
warm algorithms up to now —most engineering solutions follow more

raditional top-down or centralized approaches. 

The intuition is that SI will increasingly find their application in

eal-world scenarios, when there is not enough information to solve the

roblem in an effective top-down manner, a centralized approach would

e computationally infeasible, or when real-time constraints inherently

imit the ability to find optimal solutions. These are often the cases in

omplex CPSs, or in scenarios without existing infrastructure, where the

equirement is to provide an ad-hoc working solution without the pos-

ibility to (re)establish an infrastructure framework first (e.g., after a

isaster scenario [145] ). More in general, we foresee the high potential

f swarm applications when venturing from well-defined environments,

uch as well planned factory plants or warehouses into more complex

nvironments such as traffic systems, urban environments, social net-

orks, extreme/hostile environments, or unexplored territory. 

More specifically, we can ask what will the next frontier be for the

pplication of SI in CPS swarms. Here we point to specific application

cenarios that are (partially) not possible today but show the potential

or fully exploiting swarm characteristics. This is also indicated by the

any pieces of research works, that are sometimes (only) in need of

 system integration to confront future application requirements. In the

ollowing examples we envision the application of CPS swarms, describe

heir swarm characteristics, and indicate a set of open points still asking

or research work to reach the desired application. For reasons of read-

bility, we use the term CPS swarm only which serves as umbrella topic

or the multiple different technologies (see Section 1 ). 

.2.1. Autonomous driving and smart traffic 

Autonomous driving is a trend topic nowadays, and asks for several

omputational complex tasks in a dynamic environment with real-time

rocessing capabilities. That is where the concept of SI plays a role:

housands of cars (using different types of levels of autonomy [146] ) and

oad infrastructure cooperate to find a common solution. Several advan-

ages arise in such a smart traffic management system if a swarm model

or autonomous cars and infrastructure is applied, including a reduced

ighway load, coordinated building of an emergency lane, improved

raffic throughput, and reduced carbon emission. One application could

e the navigation in swarms or fleets including information from other

warm members, the infrastructure and the dynamic environment. 

Modeling networked, autonomous cars and smart infrastructure as

 swarm is both feasible and beneficial for several reasons as (i) each

PS is able to retrieve and evaluate information locally and follows local

ules; (ii) the local information can be exchanged with other CPSs, and

an form a global one or one at the swarm level; (iii) the infrastructure is

nown in advance or faces slight dynamics, e.g., in the case of accidents

r construction sites; (iv) a central traffic management system would not

e able to coordinate and manage each CPS taking part in the traffic,

hile the individual CPSs can locally cooperate possibly resulting in

merging behaviors. 

While transport logistics is already a prominent application for the

ctive usage of, e.g., ants [147–150] and bees [151] algorithms pre-

alculating and optimizing routes for dispatchers, the concept of smart

raffic is rather untouched. Although, swarms of autonomous cars and

mart infrastructure are very present in media [152–154] , setting up

uch swarms still requires multiple considerations especially in terms

f swarm management: What is the joint motivation to form a swarm?

hat do CPSs need to have in common therefore (characteristics, prop-

rties, sensor data, etc.)? How to join or leave a swarm? What decisions

hould be taken to set preference parameterization, such as: Which de-

isions can favor the local driver goal over the swarm goal over a global

mart traffic goal? What is the number of CPSs to form a swarm to draw a

enefit? Integrating the data retrieved by the infrastructure to the swarm

f autonomous cars could further enrich the decision process to reach

he above mentioned goals. The technology to realize CPS swarms in

mart traffic are partially already there: While local retrieval and evalu-

tion of sensor data [155] is a standard in today’s cars, there are already
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pecific attempts for V2X [156] standardized communication protocols

ealized on manufacturer side, where V2X describes vehicle-to-vehicle

V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication. V2V is the

nter-car communication, V2I communication is realized between cars

nd smart infrastructure, which is the result of combining physical in-

rastructure (streets, cameras, traffic lights, etc.) with digital infrastruc-

ure (sensors, communication networks, etc.). Furthermore, communi-

ation technologies like 5G [157] or Ultra-Wideband [158] offer a high

ecurity level, low latency, and high data rates to allow self-localization

nd real-time data exchange among the CPSs. These achievements will

nable a swarm of autonomous cars to exchange their local information

nd react on it accordingly in real-time on a dynamic, reactive way.

or example, the authors in [159] describe a swarm behavior module

tep-wise from selecting and abstracting sensor data to path planning

or an autonomous car. In their approach the swarm members are de-

ected objects which were moving during observation. In [160] the au-

hors develop local rules based on SI that enables the interconnected au-

onomous cars running efficiently on arterial roads. Furthermore, intro-

ucing mobility concepts is no longer restricted to research. The Hondas

AFE SWARM 

TM concept can improve traffic flow by taking information

rom vehicles ahead including on-board sensors and systems, and V2X

ommunication [161] . For an efficient and effective implementation of

 smart traffic system, we would probably need to start from the very be-

inning. This includes a whole new architecture for gathering, process-

ng, and analyzing real-time data. Additionally to the swarm system, a

entral traffic management system (TMS) can be installed that can have

everal supportive roles. First, it acts as data submission system as local

vent information needs to be accessible for all other cars to plan their

outes appropriately. Second, it should provide an overview of global

raffic situations, with the capability to fuse individual swarm informa-

ion on the road. The process of data exchange among and between cars

nd TMS is additionally enriched with information from smart road in-

rastructure. 

.2.2. Emergency response 

The availability of professional teams of first responders in emer-

ency situations plays a critical role to save lives and/or restore pri-

ary services. Conventional teams of first responders include police,

rmy troops, fire brigades, and rescue forces from civil protection

gencies. Swarms of CPSs of several kinds (e.g., all-terrain or flying

obots [145,162] ) could support and facilitate emergency response ac-

ivities by working in tight collaboration and cooperation with human

eams, creating a heterogeneous, multi human-CPS swarm. Activities

here such mixed teams could play a key role include, e.g., cases of ac-

idents on industrial or power plants, or environmental disasters (e.g.,

orest fires, floods, storms, earthquakes). CPS agents can possibly nav-

gate through a destroyed or human-hostile environment more effec-

ively and safely than humans, gathering multi-sensorial data, coordi-

ating with humans to focus on spotted regions of interest (e.g., pos-

ible presence of survivors), remove obstacles, re-establish structures,

nd save lives. In more general terms, a CPS swarm can be used as a

ynamic, distributed augmented sensor-actuator system that could be

n invaluable tool to help human first responders to conduct missions

fficiently and effectively. 

Establishing a mixed team with swarms of CPSs is feasible as long as

i) each individual swarm member is capable to act according to local

ules and is independent of a fixed infrastructure; (ii) the infrastructure

s typically transformed, paths are blocked, others are rather unstable,

hus forming a dynamic environment; (ii) individual information can be

xchanged with other members, other swarms or the local control sta-

ions; (iii) some dynamic ad-hoc communication infrastructure is estab-

ished to replace the pre-existing one, usually not (anymore) available,

llowing for intra and inter swarm communication and communication

rom the swarm to the control centers; (iv) high-level decision-making

an be performed at the control centers if feasible, balancing local auton-

my vs. system-level decision-making; (v) swarm members and human
eammates can locally interact and exchange information in a trans-

arent way; (vi) cooperative and collaborative behaviors are in place at

ndividual level such that effective behaviors can emerge at global level.

The effective real-world deployment of a mixed team (heterogeneous

warm) requires still substantial progress especially in terms of the ca-

ability of autonomous decision-making, data exchange and fusion, and

cting in complex, uncharted environments. In heterogeneous swarms,

.g., drones and ground rovers cooperate to deliver first aid kids, or

uide the victim to the closest emergency exit. For example, in Saez-Pons

t al. [163] a swarm of autonomous robots was developed for SAR appli-

ations. They can generate a formation and navigate while keeping this

ormation using so-called social potential fields. There existed several

ther projects in this field [164–166] , but unfortunately none of them

as produced applicable results for real-world missions, yet. Designing

nd deploying a heterogeneous swarm for such missions comes with a

umber of open questions, including number, type, and initial location

f robots [167] . Especially, within the interaction of human teammates,

ntuitive and transparent ways for multi-modal dialogue and data ex-

hange between humans and CPSs have to be designed [168] in terms

f interfaces and easy control [169–171] . For an emergency response ap-

lication (e.g., post earthquake) we mostly have a destroyed infrastruc-

ure, e.g., the communication infrastructure. Therefore, we need new

elaying concepts, so that the swarm of CPSs is able to create its own

ommunication network. For example, in Hauert et al. [172] a swarm

f autonomous Micro Air Vehicles (MAVs) is developed to deploy and

anage an ad-hoc WiFi network [173] . Moreover, the (destroyed) en-

ironment asks for high coordination and collaboration activities of the

warm member. This can be done with exchanging different status up-

ates or, if the bandwidth allows, full images, detected points of inter-

st, etc. Compact image processing algorithms aligned with the local

rocessing capabilities is needed. 

.2.3. Environmental monitoring 

Monitoring our Earth’s threatened ecosystems is another future ap-

lication scenario of autonomous large-scale CPS swarms. These swarms

an act as an active sensor network that re-configures itself based on the

ata it has previously collected and evaluated in the habitat. In this way,

oints of interest can be monitored with a finer granularity, e.g., by ag-

regating a higher density of CPSs or by achieving a higher measurement

requency at the specific location. 

Supporting environmental monitoring with a swarm of CPSs is fea-

ible as (i) each individual swarm member acts according to local rules

o facilitate autonomous behavior; (ii) the individual information is ex-

hanged among the CPSs to decide on the new behavior; (iii) the natu-

al environment to be monitored is usually not known and subjected to

atural dynamics including unforeseeable events; (iv) in environmental

onitoring the ecosystem may not be disturbed from extra-natural in-

ruders, thus the system asks for high autonomy; (v) to reach the goals

escribed above, the individual swarm members need to cooperate lead-

ng to an emergent behavior. 

Swarms are well-suited for operation in unforeseen environments,

apable to compensate loss or failure of swarm members. Thus,

his technology is an ideal candidate for long-term autonomous

peration [174] during unforeseeable events in unknown environ-

ents. Lightweight and efficient communication protocols between

PSs [175] can be suitable especially in environmental monitoring, as

ach communication may disturb the natural communication network

f the ecosystem. The less the CPSs communicate or act, the more undis-

urbed the environments will be, and the more the real natural behav-

or and processes can be analyzed. Thus, a regime like act only when

eeded but then act smartly and gently might be a suitable principle for

uch applications. Additionally, this sounds not too far away from the

ehavioral optimization that natural organisms would employ. Another

dvantage of lightweight and efficient communication is energy sav-

ng: such swarms are typically deployed to monitor the ecosystem over

onths or even years. Thus, an intelligent energy consumption needs
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o be aligned to the duration of observation. Such a CPS swarm for en-

ironmental monitoring could consist of actively moving agents. Thus,

t can be capable of performing an important special task at the end of

he monitoring: self-removal of the swarm from the ecosystems without

eaving harm for nature in a eco-friendly and sustainable way. There are

everal successful real-world research projects on environmental mon-

toring using real-robots such as subCULTron [176] , CORATAM [177] ,

nd CoCoRo [178] . 

.2.4. Electric energy grids 

Electric energy grids are large interconnected complex systems,

hich make them a candidate for swarm-based solutions. Venayag-

moorthy [179] identifies several application fields of computational

ntelligence in electrical energy grids, among them energy and power

ow management algorithms, voltage and reactive power control, fore-

asting dynamic loads, and vehicle-to-grid (V2G). Although, swarm al-

orithms are not explicitly pointed out as example, many of these coor-

ination tasks are potential applications of SI. 

Besides applications of swarm-based optimization algorithms like

SO, there exist a number of approaches where a part of the electri-

al energy grid is directly modeled as the swarm. An example for coor-

inating houses in a neighborhood with a swarm-like approach is pre-

ented in [180] with a demand side management approach that uses

eographically close coupling to ensure fairness between consumers of

 neighborhood. In [181] , Steber, Bazan and German describe a vir-

ual mass storage system composed of small distributed battery energy

torage units installed in households with a roof-top photovoltaic sys-

em. In [182] , a concept named SmartGRID is presented, which provides

 decentralized and interoperable grid scheduling framework using a

I approach. Ramachandran [183] proposes a hybrid swarm/immune-

ased auction system for coordinating generation and consumption in

 smart microgrid. Another application of swarm-based energy grids is

warm electrification using microgrids [184] . Instead of a traditional

op-down designed energy grid, swarm electrification builds upon the

ntegration of small off-grid system into a connected microgrid. Such

 swarm-based electrification is especially of interest for rural under-

eveloped areas [185,186] . 

Considering a swarm of CPS to model electric energy grids is of in-

erest because (i) there is an increasing number of renewable distributed

nergy resources (DERs) installed, the system becomes more and more

istributed, (ii) renewable energy plants like photovoltaic and wind

ower cannot adjust their output to compensate for higher demand,

hich makes central control difficult, and (iii) with the electrification

f transportation comes an increased power consumption caused by a

igh number of individual consumers. These issues motivate a transi-

ion from a centralized control of few, manageable power plants to a

istributed swarm-like system where producers, storage, and consumers

lign themselves in a self-organized way. 

The effective real-world deployment of CPS swarm models in elec-

ric energy grids still requires substantial progress in research. An open

uestion is how systems can be validated and tested before deployment,

ince electric energy grids are critical infrastructure. Deploying new con-

rol strategies in even a small part of the system can become the source

f oscillations in the system [187] and affect the overall system sta-

ility. This problem can be either addressed by simulation, where one

as to mind the reality gap [188] or by applying CPS swarm models

ithin smart microgrids [189] that are sufficiently large to benefit from

 swarm-based approach while being encapsulated from the national

rid. 

.2.5. Space missions 

Space missions are very attractive for swarms of CPSs. For exam-

le, swarms could be used to check for damage all around the hull of a

ommunication satellite or to perform disposal of space debris in a coor-

inated way. Another example is a flock of glittering reflective spheres

hat could sweep past an asteroid in the solar system to measure the
ull of its gravity. Exploration of water, raw materials, and even life on

exo)planets will be the first missions, before thinking of human colo-

ization. Low-cost and fault-tolerance are key characteristics that could

e fulfilled by a swarm of a large number of CPSs when exploring un-

nown environments autonomously [190] . Furthermore, the data col-

ected through the swarm should be returned to Earth stations. There-

ore, e.g., the NASA Marsbees [191] should use the Mars rover as base

nd charging station. The Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency goes

ven further and envisions swarms of autonomous machinery to prepare

he ground excavate, and build facilities for astronauts on the moon and

ars [192] . The first real-world tests in swarms of satellites, typically

elated to networking and communication in the different spheres, were

nd are already launched (Nodes [193] , Proba-3 [194] , KickSat [195] ).

Using a swarm of CPSs for this type of visionary applications is fea-

ible as (i) each individual CPS uses local rules to facilitate autonomous

ehavior; (ii) local information is exchanged among the CPSs and with

 station on the Earth (probably through a relay station in the orbit of

he planet); (iii) in such application scenarios information on the infras-

ructure is not given, the environment is dynamic and unknown; (iv)

 central control could not be used, related to the time-delay between

perating swarm and human control; (v) to reach the goals described

bove, the individual swarm members need to cooperate. 

The aforementioned missions would still require expensive ground

ontrol to meet their objectives, nowadays. The vision is to make satel-

ite formations autonomous —human intervention is costly in terms of

ommunication delay between space and Earth. The formations are

trongly dependent on the movement of a spacecraft: gravity, solar ra-

iation pressure and atmospheric drag on a spacecraft in orbit influence

he movement and causes the deviations from movement we know on

arth [196] . Guidance, navigation and control system are effected by

he movement model that needs to be developed. As soon as planets can

e explored directly on their surface, autonomous swarms can be de-

loyed, whereby several points are open related to their transportation

o the planet, their launch at the planet, navigation, examination of the

round, and finally returning the retrieved data to Earth including in-

uences like planet-specific temperature, ground conditions, or gravity.

.2.6. Medical applications 

Applications of swarms in medicine show an increased interest

o overcome complex problems, e.g., in cancer cure. In health care,

anoparticles are important as they can leak out of blood vessels and

o to target sites. These particles are too small to be programmed. Nev-

rtheless, they can be made ready for using them in swarms: interac-

ion can be achieved using changes of their coating, charge or size.

f a group of nanoparticles shows swarm behavior, they could poten-

ially travel to the target cancer cells, contain a coating of medicine,

e activated by external stimuli, and destroy targeted tissue effectively.

hereas other medications diffuse into tissues, a swarm of nanoparticles

as more intelligence and thus could more effectively target diseased

issue [197,198] . 

Using swarms of nanoparticles can be supported as: (i) each individ-

al nanoparticle acts according to local rules to facilitate autonomous

ehavior; (ii) the local information is exchanged among the nanopar-

icles and probably with an out-of-the-body monitoring station; (iii) in

uch scenarios there is no infrastructure at all; (iv) the environment is

he human or animal body, partially unknown and highly dynamic, and

iv) to reach the goals described above, the individual nanoparticles

eed to cooperate leading to an emergent behavior. 

In such a cancer cure application with nanoparticles several basic

uestions are still open when it comes to form a swarm. For exam-

le, how the swarm communication is achieved between individual

warm members, between swarm members and environment, and be-

ween swarm and the outer-body world. Furthermore, the question is

ow to implement typical swarm characteristics related to complex-

ty, local intelligence, and local processing. The swarm system needs to

e simple, re-configurable, inexpensive, scalable, and verifiable. From
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hese elaborations, we could get answers how to perform even more

omplex tasks including optimization, computation, decision-making,

onstruction, self-assembly, and collective motion [197,198] . This ap-

lication vision is still at the very beginning. Nevertheless, the question

rises, whether other medical applications could be realized by injecting

 swarm to the human body. 

.2.7. Human networks 

Human organizations and social networks driven by Web 2.0 4 are

urther examples of collective systems. In particular, the swarm nature in

ocial networks is apparent: Large numbers of highly heterogeneous in-

ividuals interact and communicate locally based on some notion of so-

ial neighborhood and continually generate global behavioral patterns

e.g., online trends, popularization of certain products or ideas). On the

ne hand, a SI methodology can be applied to study human networks,

sing their huge amount of online data sources, and perform analytical

rediction and evaluation via simulation to forecast and maybe control

he behavior of these inherently complex systems. On the other hand,

warms could find their practical application in many different ways in

hese humans networks. We have identified two main classes of applica-

ions: as an integral part of the human network, and as a physical service

hat the human network can use, trade, and negotiate. Nowadays, we

re already using many types of digital assistants in our daily lives (e.g.,

lexa [199] , Siri [200] , Cortana [201] ) embodied in our physical world.

hey are probably one of the most advanced examples of CPSs operating

n the real-world: they interact with humans (text-, speech-based), are

ully connected, often mobile, do a lot of computation for a precise in-

eraction with humans, are proactive proposing or reminding, etc. With

he continuous developments they are more and more autonomous and

apable in terms of decision-making, adaptation, and life-long learning.

n future, we can expect that we will be able to delegate a number of

asks to these digital aliases, that can do the job for us potentially 24/7.

nce we will get at this stage, a society of digital us will be acting in par-

llel to our physical society, searching information for us, establishing

onnections, trading, etc. 

A CPS swarm approach is a model for managing these billion-sized

ystems as (i) the agents of the swarm are autonomous, possibly driven

y a relative simple set of behavioral rules reflecting personality traits

nd preferences of the human counterpart; (ii) they interact locally,

ased on some dynamic notion of social neighborhood, but can also

ather and share global information; (iii) the environments where the

gents live, the forthcoming Web 3.0, and the physical world, are both

ighly dynamic, hard to predict, inherently parallel and distributed; (iii)

he same raison-d’être of a digital assistant is to provide services based

n information gathering, that in the presence of a swarm of digital as-

istants requires continual information exchange, search, negotiation,

nd trading among the swarm members; (iv) each agent is inherently

elfish, being the alias of a (selfish) human, but socially-aware patterns

an globally emerge by setting the right interaction rules. 

Several useful applications of the digital assistants can be realized

s CPS swarms. If consented (and with adequate privacy protection

easures), our digital assistants will continually exchange information

mong them, such that it will be possible to know what is a CPS’s and

uman’s physical location. This information could play a phenomenal

ole in the case of epidemics to track potential exposures and automat-

cally implement containment measures. Also in the case of emergency

scape, swarm member assistants could build on local, real-time infor-

ation exchange to let a safe escape plan emerging in a crowd by guid-

ng the motion of the individual human counterparts. Circulation of fake

ews are a serious issue in social networks [202] . A limit to effectively

pot fake news can be related to the lack of collaboration among dif-

erent web miners employed by different entities (e.g., in [203] ), that
4 Definition Oxford Dictionary “Web 2.0 ”: “The second stage of development 

f the Internet, characterized especially by the change from static web pages to 

ynamic or user-generated content and the growth of social media. ”

4

 

c  
ets limits to the amount of gathered information and performed infer-

nce. Using a collaborative CPS swarm, a large amount of information

an be effectively gathered in parallel, shared, used for miners coordi-

ation and to jointly perform powerful analysis and inference. Another

ossible future application of CPS swarms of digital assistants can be

nvisioned in finding, negotiating, and trading other CPS swarms that

an act directly in the physical world. The idea is that multiple levels of

PS swarms interacting with each other. Currently, sensing-as-a-service

SaaS) is a business approach which is growing in the IoT field [204] ,

here users pay for data gathered by specific sensors. This can natu-

ally be extended with the use of more general CPS swarms [205] , once

ndowed with enough mobility and autonomy for sensing and actua-

ion (including manipulation). Therefore, at one level, CPS swarms are

ade available, offering sensing and actuation services at different lo-

ations. At another level, digital swarm members find and negotiate use

nd cost of available CPS resources to perform tasks of interest (e.g.,

lean a building, irrigate a field, monitor lack water, transport people),

xchange experiences and mistakes to learn or get strategies for task

olving by collaborating with each other. This will amount to set up

 complex society of CPS swarms interacting at multiple levels among

hem. The blockchain technology, which is rapidly affirming as a fully

ecentralized and distributed system for secure transactions, will be a

undamental component to let this view of multiple CPS swarms acting

pon the real-world happening. In fact, it will be essential to have a

rust system in place, in order to guarantee security and correctness of

ll type transactions among swarm members [204] . 

.3. Research challenges 

As SI is still considered as a rather young topic, there are sev-

ral important open research question. Domain specific topics were al-

eady described in the previous subsections related to the individual vi-

ionary applications. For other applications, not mentioned here, exist

any other research questions. However, they are strongly application-

pecific. General topics in swarms are independent of the domain or

pplication. Nevertheless, we want to describe them on the example of

warms of CPSs. 

There are several requirements a swarm of CPSs needs to deal with.

his includes the design, programming, and implementation of highly

istributed and connected digital technologies that are embedded in a

ultitude of devices. Beside these processes, there is the challenge to

esign increasingly autonomous physical systems with various dynam-

cs and satisfying multiple critical constraints. In addition, we need to

ddress systems of systems with a high degree of autonomy ensuring

daptability, scalability, robustness, complexity management, security

nd safety, and providing trust to humans in the loop. To get an overview

n the open research topics, the general topics are split into following

ategories. They only address several general topics as the underlying

etails would run out of the scope of this paper. 

.3.1. Modeling 

Forming models from natural or other inspirational sources is a big

opic in the community. As mentioned in Section 4.1 there are still a

ot of new sources of inspiration to be considered. This research also

ncludes application-specific parameter fine-tuning for existing algo-

ithms. In addition, algorithmic topics include algorithm scalability, rate

f control, rate of convergence, and the trade-off between exploitation

nd exploration [206] . Moreover, a combination of different inspira-

ional sources could be achieved to meet today’s high complexity prob-

ems with self-organization capabilities. The main idea would be to cus-

omize application-specific SI algorithms to an underlying problem def-

nition. 

.3.2. Design 

The more swarms of CPSs are spread over different application

ontexts and the more massive their adoption, the more challenging
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ecomes the issue of effectively designing systems able to reach pre-

efined goals flexibly, reliably and adapting to changing surrounding

onditions. Broad challenges that shall be addressed for designing next

eneration CPSs [207] include (i) integration of complex, heterogeneous

arge-scale systems, (ii) interaction between human and systems, (iii)

ealing with uncertainty, (iv) measuring and validating system perfor-

ance, (v) enriching the systems with learning capabilities, and (vi)

ystem design. From a fundamental point of view, individual theories al-

owing formal description of the different aspects of CPS design includ-

ng physical, technical, organizational, and human-system interaction

re available, at different degrees of maturity. However, such disciplines

re not fully integrated in a common systems theory. In other words,

hile methodologies, representations and tools exist for addressing sin-

le aspects of CPS design, a support to the whole design life cycle is

till an open challenge. Furthermore, a formal design methodology must

ontain some kind of process that revisits and iteratively refines the mi-

ro level behaviors in order to create a bridge between local and global

evel behaviors. Although Brambilla et al. [92] describes behavior-based

esign and automatic design methods for swarms of CPSs, there is no

mplemented toolchain yet that is able to map these design processes.

ne approach for such a toolchain is given with the CPSwarm work-

ench [208] . It has the vision of combining several tools to guide a CPS

warm designer through the whole life cycle from design over optimiza-

ion and simulation to deployment. 

.3.3. Validation and verification 

Verification and validation in swarms of CPSs include a broad range

f systems and systems-of-systems. These systems may include hard-

are, software, information, processes, personnel, and facilities. Reli-

ble methodologies to validate a swarm of CPS need to be explored

nd, where possible, detailed standardized key performance indicators

ogether with standardized scenarios, testbeds, and benchmarks need to

e defined to ensure the re-use of measurement methodologies. Results

hould be fed back in order to enable necessary modifications in the de-

ign specifications, model definitions and validation activities and the

ubsequent re-engineering and validation of the affected artifacts. 

.3.4. Human-in-the-loop 

Enabling human interactions with the swarm system [209,210] can

rovide a number of advantages since the CPS can potentially exploit

umans’ cognitive and sensory-motor capabilities, and, vice versa, hu-

an agents can use the CPS in closed loop interaction as an augmented

xternal sensor-actuator system. The design and implementation of such

ixed initiative systems [211] brings a number of scientific and techno-

ogical challenges, ranging from how the interaction is physically per-

ormed in both directions (from single CPSs or CPS swarms to humans

nd vice versa), to how (and with which frequency) the complex state of

he (distributed) CPS is presented to the human, to how the information

r the commands from the human are disseminated to the CPS swarm. A

ot of research interest has focused on developing interfaces and modal-

ties for bi-directional interaction and dialogue, considering for instance

he use of different multi-modal interfaces [168,212–214] for proximal

nteraction with the swarm. Once a direct interaction of human opera-

ors in the loop of a swarm system is allowed, new potential risks also

rise. In particular, system security, safety, stability, and reliability of

esponse might get negatively affected by the presence of the human

i.e., if he/she acts irresponsibly or in a malevolent way). These aspects

aven’t attracted much attention so far but will be of a major concern

n the near future, in particular the aspects of security and privacy that

eed to be guaranteed across all levels. 

. Conclusions 

While originated out of a biological context, the concept of SI has

een treated more frequently in the domain of technical systems. In this
aper we focus on CPSs that link the physical world with a cyber repre-

entation and thereby address the vertical studies of systems such as cy-

ernetics, mechatronics, design, and many more. The complexity of CPS

nteractions asks for a framework that is able to cope with the arising

mergent behaviors. Swarm-based applications will play an important

ole when there is not enough information to solve the problem in a cen-

ralized way, when there are time constraints which do not allow to find

n analytical solution, and when the operation needs to be performed

n a dynamically changing environment. With an increasing complexity

n upcoming applications this will mean that SI will be applied to solve

 significant part of ubiquitous complex problems. 

This paper provides research inspirations, topics and ideas to bridge

he gap between the SI and CPS community. We are convinced that the

ollowing issues will pave the way: (i) further investigation on finding

nd using inspiring examples from biology, physics, medicine, cognitive

ciences and interdisciplinary research for research on SI, (ii) elaborat-

ng visionary, but useful applications beyond the current ones, and iii)

riving forward research on SI addressing especially modeling, design,

alidation/verification and human-in-the-loop concepts. 
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